
CHEVIS ROAD STAKHOLDER MEETING COMMENTS APRIL 2023

Speed limit needs to be lowered 40 mph is way too fast for the amount of Bryan County traffic that 
speeds (past 40) every day!! 30 mph max would help. I would think the shared path would be sufficient. 
Afraid a path on both sides would allow possibility of increased danger motorist having to watch each 
side for pedestrians.  A 10' wide path is too wide - a vehicle would no doubt get on this!! 

Early morning traffic and evening traffic is a major concern for most community members who exercise 
(walk/bike/dog walk)along the major and minor paths.  The proposed 400 plus single-family homes and 
townhomes planned development off of Wild Heron Road will complicate traffic even more. All projects 
involving Chevis Rd should include all of Chevis Road which runs past Wild Heron to the dead-end. Our 
historical community dates all the way back to 1898. African Americans who strived for freedom left 
land and heritage for those who are still living on Chevis Rd. past Wild Heron.  More lighting along all 
Chevis Rd would be a tremendous improvement for all communities along the Chavis Rd that runs past 
Palm Drive all the way to the dead-end especially. Close Chevis Rd and only allow local traffic during 
developments.  

Stop the speeding on Chevis Rd when speeders go around curve on Chevis Rd at my house they runoff 
road thru my fence 4 times now. To put in sidewalks you will need to run new water lines down Chevis 
Rd and replace my water meter also. If pipe is put in ditch, then many drainage pipes will need to be put 
in at least no more than 1/8 of a mile apart.  

My concern is the traffic. What can be done about it? Traveling to fast. Drain in my yard because of the 
drainpipe.  I live on Chevis & Hill Road. I'm concern about all the traffic. I can't get out of my yard in 
between 7am & 9am. It takes about 10-15 min.  from 17 near Palm Drive it floods on both side. from 
Palm Drive near the landfill. 

The traffic at 8:00am & 5:00pm I can't get out my driveway they're speeding.  The drainage in front of 
my house is bad when it rains more than one day it has standing water. 

Speeding, can't get out of driveway all traffic coming from Richmond Hill, and surrounding area. When 
the 400 home are built, everything would get worse.  Pass landfill when it rains a lot before Palm Drive 
it flood often had to rescue a homeless of out the woods area. 

Has this project taken in consideration of the future housing developments in the area and if it will 
accommodate changes that may take place in the next 10 years.   Miss directed traffic past Wild Heron.  
What are plans to reduce traffic slow down or backup during construction. 

Traffic coming from Richmond Hill Ga coming through Chevis and impacting Grove Point getting out of 
residence.  




